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Struggling with the Question
of How to Live

Teaching literature in the university

Why is the study of /iterature evidently not doing what it is supposed to do,
whichis to educatethe young in a richer senseoflife?In an article scrupulously
sensitive to the balances involved, Geoffrey Durrant unravels the reasons for
the characteristic incapacity ofa modern university to communicatea senseof
values with any confidence or credibi/ity. Prevai/ing presumptions about what
constitutes scholarship in the field of /iterary criticism are at odds with the
realities experienced bv those whogive theirquietattention to particular works.
He describes with refreshing clarity the simple but uncommon elements of
teachership ca//edfor by class work in /iterature, and points out that the
undeniable pleasures of such teachingoffer the potential common ground on
which a new confidence in the profession ofEnglish studiesshould be based.

In the October 1978 issue of University Affairs, the official organ of the
Association of Universities and. Colleges of Canada, two short articles are
printed side by side - an account of a conference on the teaching of ethical
values to university students, and a defence of a liberal education, by Dean John
Woods of the University of Calgary. What strikes one most forcefully about this
juxtaposition is that the authors of the two articles seem to inhabit different in
tellectual universes. Dean Woods writes, for example:

He who is wiseisa good judgeof value,is readywith a discrimination between
oostand worth. Such a personpossesses, to the extent that he is wise, discern
ment and horse-sense... Sucha person,AristotlewouIdsay, possesses "intellec
tuai virtue" ... 1

This brief extract does little justice to the cogency and force of Dean Woods'
argument. It is however enough to establish a contrast. The conference report
includes the following:
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Another revelation was that most faculty saw themselves at the top of the
moral schema ... The most recommended (method of teaching) is modelling,
Le. fostering open discussion using a faculty member's own personal ethical
problems and decisions as a basis.?

These quotations give the flavour only; those who are interested should
read both articles. What is perhaps most significant in the report of the con
ference on the teaching of values is that the desperate expedient of using
ourseIves as ethicalmodels isadvanced withoutany mention whatever of tradi
tional alternatives. One would think that those attending had never heard of
Socrates, and that Aristotle and Kant - or any formaI study of ethics- had
beendismissed withoutserious attention,as part of the deadand totallyforgot
ten pasto Nor is there any inkling, in the discussion of "consciousness-raising,"
that the participants in the conference even glanced at the usefulness of paint
ing, music, poetry, drama, and the novel for increasing our awareness of
ourseIves and the world around us. Moreover, the opening sentence of the con
ference reportsuggests that this interest in values is a mereexpedient to fill the
gap left by economie incentives:

Since university education no longer seems to he a definite ticket to employ
ment, emphasis is shifting to its potential for human fulfillment. However, if
the student feelings expressed below are typical, these objectives do not seem to
be met in the universities either. 3

Theconference reportasserts that "thereprobably arelevels of morality we
are just now becoming awareof through consciousness-raising etc.," but gives
no hint of what highermorality the conference had in mind. We have always
knownthat wecouldraise our consciousness of natureby looking at a Cézanne,
our consciousness of humanity by reading Dickens, and our consciousness of
our ethical experience by reading Jane Austen or Henry James. For sorne
reason, however, as the conference reportillustrates, it isonlyinour schools and
universities that literature and the arts are treated as if they had no conse
quences for our personallives. Perhaps we should prefer the parentswho com
plain about obscene books in the schools, however much we may deplore
mistaken applications oftheir insight, to thosewhofindnothing to worryabout;
at leastthe parentsrecognize the formative influence exerted by the books their
children read.

How to live - an educational failure

Though Dean Woods writes as an educated man for other educated men,
and the report of the conference suggests that traditional thought and wisdom
havebeendiscarded in advance by the participants, there is one pointof agree
ment - that our educational system isfailing us in the essential taskof helping
us to deal with that most urgent and inescapable of questions - how to live.
This is not so mucharguedeitherby Dean Woods or by the author of the con
ference report as it is assumed, though both articles include sharp animadver-
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sions on the failure of our expensive educational system in this most important
respect. And if we turn the page of this issue of University Affairswefinda let
ter from a professor of mathematics asserting that universities are neglecting
teaching and turningout "illiterate graduates." Other issues of thesamejournal,
or of any journal devoted to the discussion of education, would no doubt pro
videsimilar evidence of dissatisfaction.

To a teacherof English in a university thismustmakepainful reading. For
many years now, English as a formaI study has been the chiefmeans through
which the community has hoped not onlyto ensureliteracy in the young, but to
awaken their imaginations, to quicken their sympathies, and to sharpen their
judgments. Since English became the central humane discipline in our educa
tionalsystem, vast sumshave beenspent in the education of teachers and pro
fessors. In recent years moreand more Ph.D. degrees have beenawarded, and
morespecialists have beenappointed in our departments of English, specialists
whowitheveryyearthat passes knowmoreand moreabout less and less, so that
conversation about literature has become difficult in sorne departments of
English simply because there is littlecornmon literary culture left, even among
scholars. The production of scholarly books and articles increases every year,
and every year the money available for research, for sabbaticals, and for con
ferences increases, with an occasional minorfluctuation. Yet what we seeas a
resultof thisvastexpenditure of timeandenergy isa general dissatisfaction with
the performance of the schools and universities, and a vague sense among
studentsthat their education, evenin literature, is not offering the illumination
they hope for. The justification for giving English the priority it enioys in our
educational system was that it could be made into an essentially humane
discipline, a source of wisdom and delight, and not only of useful techniques.
Yet the energies of many universities have been directed to turning English
studies intoan evermorestudious avoidance of the questions of valuethat areat
the heart of aIl serious literary works.

Perhaps weshould welcome thenewinterest in values, however uninformed,
and however much it appears as merely a second line of defence for universi
ty education and the employment of an army of professors. But there remains
the question whetherwedo not deceive ourselves bysupposing that the studyof
literature is likely to encourage a richerlifeand somewhat less destructive pat
ternsof behaviour. A widespread scepticism on thiscount isexpressed forexam
pIebyGeorge Steiner, whoinLanguage andSilence argues not onlythat literary
studies may fail to foster the moral imagination as it relates to reality, but that
they may offer an emotional substitute for ethicalconduct:

We know that sorne of the men who devised and administered Auschwitz had
been taught to read Shakespeare or Goethe, and continued to do so.... Here
also recent times give harsh evidence. Men who wept at Werther or Chopin
moved, unrealizing, through literai hell.4
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George Steiner does not abandon his muted hopes for "humane literacy"
through education, but the question he raises of the value of literary culture,
when so highly educated a nation as the German could succumb to the worst
barbarity, is one that cannot he set aside.

Value·lree scholarship

One thing howeverneedsto he said. It is that to "weepat Werther, "though
a sign of sorne kind of literacy, is by no means a proof of a genuine literary
education;on the contrary, so unreflecting and uncriticala response to the work
may suggest a deficiency in developed critical intelligence. One may know a
good deal about Shakespeare and Goethe, and still remain untouched by the
central human valuestheseauthors are concernedwith. To have readKingLear
with an eye to the tragic flaw in the hero, to the dramaticconventionsof its age,
and to the use of blank verseand imagery, is of itselfno guarantee that one has
come to gripswith the problems of personalchoicewhichare insistentlyposedat
every stageof this play.To knowabout Goethe doesnot mean that one has real
ly grasped the imaginative visionof Faust, no matter how much one WeePS at
Werther. And here it must he said that the exampleof German moral collapse,
dreadfulas it is,need not he appliedtoo simply. 1neednot stressthe evidentfact
that it was in Germany above aIl that the notion of a value-free (wertfreie)
Wissenschaft dominated university studies. As a student who moved from
Englishstudiesin Cambridge to literarystudiesin Germany during the thirties,1
couldobservethe verystrikingdifference; in Cambridge literature wasstudiedin
its relationship to society, to moral philosophy, and to personal responsibility,
while in Germany it was on the whole treated as a branch of philology. In this'
value-free world of traditional German scholarship the national-socialist de
mand for "committed" scholarship and for the propagandistexpression of "na
tional" idealsfound scholarsand students alikeill-equipped to assert the valueof
their traditional objectivity and to resist the national-socialist onslaught on
reasonand human decency, How could the proponentsof value-free scholarship
assert with conviction that it had socialand human value?

What was seen in the collapse of the German universities was to he seen in
a lesserway in the sixtiesin North America,when the academieobjectivityof
the scholarswasmet with a demandfrom revolutionarystudents for "relevance"
and "commitment" of the crudest kind. We were fortunate in surviving that
crisis; but we dare not he confident that we have yet found a legitimate and in
tellectually honest way of meeting the student hunger for an education which
will provide not merely a living, but an illumination of life. In literary studies
the signsare not encouraging; in particular the growthof criticalformalism, and
with it the ever increasing specialization of scholarship and the concomitant
growth of technical jargon, have made our universities steadily lesscapable of
meeting the innate desireof young peopleto hegivensornehelp with that most
crucialof questions- how to live. To quote Matthew Arnold and to assert that
literature is a "criticism of life" is quite obviously disqualifying; the new
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academie specialist gives little thought to the valueof literature to the human
person; he is as busy as any natural scientist in "advancing the frontiers of
knowledge", and is not impressed when such old fogeys as Arnoldare trotted
out.

Yet it seems fair to askwhat kindof answer the scholarly formalist can give
to those who inquire into the value, for their studentsand society, of their ac
tivities. It is not enough to say that knowledge is an end in itself; though this is
true, it would justify the existence of a limited number of scholars in each
academie field of study,but couldscarcely he usedto defend the large establish
mentof literally hundreds of professors of English in oneprovince of Canada.A
professoriate of this size- much greater than in philosophy or history - can
only he defended with reference to its value in the education of students. And
weare faced witha paradox; no doubtmostof the participants in the conference
on values had beeneducated inour universities, and yet theyseemed to he utter
ly at a loss in their attemptsto formulate a coherent program of humaneeduca
tion.Wecan scarcely blame the professors of philosophy for this;theyare fewin
number, and not aIl students take courses in their subject. But it is almost im
possible to escape fromsorne studyof literature in the university. How do those
who have studied literature come to he so utterly blank on the question of its
human significance?

The question has disturbing implications for the subject whichstillmakes
at least a numerical claim to he the primary humane discipline in our univer
sities. And hereperhaps it isapposite to quote the reportmadeby Professors F.
E. L. Priestley and H. 1.Kerpneck on the teaching of English to undergraduates
- a report madeafter a survey of the Canadianuniversity scene:

Thereare disturbing signs, discussed below in the report, that sorne members of
departments, and even to an extent sorne departments, are no longersure of
what they are doingand why they are doingit; they themselves are no longer
convinced of the powerand the importance of literatureas the greatestof the
arts, and are huntingfor variousendstheycan makeliteratureserveas means.s

To this the report adds a depressing account of the general state of morale in
departments of English; althougha numberof other causes for lowmorale are
given in the report,it seems probable that noneisso importantas the weakening
of faith in the value of the literature that scholarly activity is meant to serve.

An act of momentary courage

There has of course always been an ambiguity in the scholarly view of
literature, and an inbredtendency to forget the purposes that literaryscholar
shipexists to serve. The moreabstractand general the discussion, the more we
are likely to suffer from this confusion; and for this reason 1 shall tum for a
momentto a particular literarywork,chosen onlybecause it isbothshortandef
fective:
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A slumber did my spirit seal,
1 had no human fears;
She seemed a thing that could not feel
The touch of early years.

No motion has she now, no force,
She neither hears nor sees,
Rolled round in earth's diurnal course,
With rocks, and stones,and trees.

Such a poemdemands attention, not as an instanceof the Ballad, or of the
Lyric, or of the Lyrical Ballad, or for that matter of the Poetry of Wordsworth,
or of the RomanticRevival, but as a statementabout our own lives - whichis
after aIl what serious literature aspires to be. What it offers to us is the act of
perceiving an "obvious" truth (that even those we lovemust die) whichin spite
of, or rather because of, its obviousness we cannot habitually livewith. In the
readingweenact rather than perceive this truth, and the poemis ''valid''onlyin
asmuchas it illuminates experience and isconfirmed byexperience. A successful
reading of this poemis more than a technical feat; it is a moralact, requiring at
least a momentary courage. It is true that scholars andcritics soon enough
retreat from the act of courage, informing their readers, with the aid of a con
cept of "Wordsworth's pantheism," that the youngwomanis not to be thought
of as dead, but as diffused through the universe, presenteverywhere, or merely
sleeping. Such evasions tell us only how hard it is to keep a poem before the
mind, and how tempting it is to explain away whatever disturbs the habituaI
slumberof the spirit. Yet the critic who thus renders the poem harmless may
weIl have read it once, even though he cannot live with it.

In the sameway the truth-to-experience of "The expense of spiritin a waste
of shame,"or of KingLear, or Emma, is strangely remotefrom the knowledge
we have of these works as being "by" Shakespeare or Jane Austen, or as ex
amples of the Sonnet, Tragedy, and the Novel. That knowledge of this kind
playssorne part in our capacityto receive the full importof the work iscertain;
but suchknowledge neednot beconscious, at leastduringthe act of reading, yet
may very easily become too dominant in the mind,so that we pay too directan
attention to what is after aIlonly a branch of grammar. So longas we struggle
with the grammar, the easy mastery necessary for successful reading is un
attained;when it is mastered, it is forgotten. And reallythe human mindwith a
little experience moves to master such structuresvery quickly and confidently,
just as childrenshow an amazing masteryof a grammar which may baffle the
experts.

Students do not need a formaI history of the sonnet, from Dante and
Petrarch to Surrey, Shakespeare, Milton, and Wordsworth, to grasp the essen
tials of an individual English sonnet. Such material fills critical histories and
makesusefullecturenotes;and suchorderingof our knowledge isgratifying and
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even usefulonce we have it. The student howevercan best approach the history
of literature and its forms through experiencing particular works. This has the
further advantage of concentrating bis or her attention on the unique import of
each work, and discourages the contemplationof it as the mere exemplification
of a general idea.

Ambiguity of the scholarly view

It is generallyheld to he naive to think that poems,novelsand plays have
usuallysomethingto say.SincePlato and Aristotle,the classifying of the various
activitiesof dancing, building, sculptingand painting,along with the makingof
poemsand plays, as "the arts," has becomean ingrained habit; so that we pay
moreattention to what "the arts" have in commonthan to their differences, and
even regard the intrusionof meaning into poetry as a painfulvulgarity."A poem
should not mean, but he." This prescriptive assertion,which deniesmeaning to
Shakespeare's sonnets, to Paradise Lost, and "The Dunciad," expresses neatlya
tradition of academieaestheticism of the kind that, with Livingston Lowes,sees
"The Ancient Mariner" as offering a sophisticated thrill, and dismisses the
ethical import of the poem as adventitious.

The conclusion that has to he drawn from such criticism is that poems
which contain so much ethical foreignmatter can scarcelyhepleàsing aesthetic
unities;but such conclusions are rarelydrawn. There is insteada tacit agreement
to overlook the breaches of aesthetic good taste committed by such poems as
"Let me not to the marriageof true minds"or "Resolutionand Independence."
Poets, like the common man, are incorrigibly naive; Keats hears Chapman
"speakout loudand bold,"TennysoncallsMilton"God-gifted organ-volee," and
Wordsworth, with extreme vulgarity,writes of the poet as "a man speakingto
men." Academie sophistication on this point has the advantage of shelteringus
from the sharp edge of criticism that serious literature presents. ("Lorq, what
would they say, 1Should their Catullus walk that way?") Yet exposure to that
sharp edgemay hewhat we and our students most need;and certainly to empty
seriousliteratureof its thought is to make it into a poor substitute for music,and
lesssignificant for our lives than the art of painting.

It is of course, as Professor Frye rightly asserts, impossible to study
"literature" just as it is impossible to study "nature":

Physics is an organized body of knowledge about nature, and a student of it
says that he is learning physics, not nature. It is therefore impossible to "learn
literature"; one learns about it in a certain way, but what one leams, transitive
Iy, is the criticism of literature.s

This linkingof criticismwith physics is mostencouragingto thoseof USwho feel
that literary studiesare the intellectualpoor relations, in the universities, of the
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impressively systematicand above aIlprecisely predictive physical sciences. It is
almost a pitY that Professor Frye backs away from the analogy in the same
paragraph, offering instead the less encouraging analogy with philosophy and
history:

Criticism,rather, is to art what historyis to action and philosophy to wisdom: a
verbal imitation of a human predictive power which in itselfdoes not speak.?

It is something,however, to he offeredat least the respectability of history and
philosophy, and The Anatomy ofCriticism has done much to removethe haun
ting doubt of the validity and dignity of the academie study of literature - or
rather of criticism.

A poem is nol dumb

However, something has been quietly overlooked in the process of
generalization. "Literature" indeeddoesnot speak;but can wesay that a poemis
equallydumb, or a novel,or a play?It is true that we cannot study "literature";
but is it equally true that we cannot study individualliterary works? We know
that the contrary is true, and that we cannot distinguish between reading and
study - that even the feeblest poem demands an effort of mind, an act of sus
tained attention and of interpretation. A poemwhich isat first a merecollection
of markson a pagebecomes, after this act of attention, a coherent part of our ex
perienceand an addition to the conceptual frame through which we construct
our further experience.

Inherent in this process, moreover,is the act of valuing; one may he deeply
moved, or at least emotionally stirred, by a poem of Housman's, and yet, by
referring this experience as we inescapably do to other similarexperiences (for
examplethe "Lucy" poemquoted above) we incorporatewithin the heart of the
experience the perception that it is lesscompelling, lessadequate as a frame for
future experience, than the intensityof our response might suggest. Criticism, in
the senseof judgment, is not superaddedto the act of reading,but inherent in it.
To separate the aesthetic experience from the critical experience is a wholly
artificial act of abstraction; as we listen to Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet
musiceven our emotional response, howeverintense, is modified (sometimes by
the emotion of slight embarrassment) by our sense of its relationship to the
originalplay, or perhaps to our own experience of love. We cannot, even if we
believe it our duty in the interests of academie objectivity to do 80, suspendor
delay the act of criticism; though we may and certainly should try not to make
such criticism dogmatic or exclusive.

The study of actual works of literature - in contrast with the study of
academiecriticism - is a challenging and dangerouscommitmentof the whole
personality. Those whoseeRomeo and Juliet as an immoralplay,and those who
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regard it as dangerous sentimentality, have a better sense of its significance for
students than those who insist that criticism sha11 he deferred until it has been
adequately placed on the critical map of the literary universe which it is the
perennial task of academiescholars to revise and extend. The work of general
criticism and of literary history is unendingand inherently provisional (perhaps
the only characteristics it genuinelyshareswith physics). But the task of livingis
insistentand immediate- and wecan no more postponejudgmentof the works
of literature we read than we can postponean ethical decision about the acts we
perform.

The teacher of coursedoesnot supplythe judgment.His task is humbler. It
is to give the work a chance in the mind of his students, to help them quietly
over difficulties of languageand historical context, and above a11 to guide them
to a varietyof literary works,so that their growingpowersof judgmentare pro
vided with diverseexamples of excellence. "Literature" indeed is dumb; but the
poet is not; as Wordsworth put it, he is "a man speaking to men", a man "of
more than usual organic sensibility" and who has also "thought long and
deeply." It would of course he reassuring to suppose that literary study couId
present itselfas a fullyqualified memberof the established academiedesciplines,
as objectiveand impartialas the study of physics, or at leastwith the appearance
of the objectivity of psychology and sociology. But until a scienceof criticism
can he convincingly established - as few wouId claim that it has - we must
liveas we11 as we can with our uncomfortable status as auxiliaries to the poets,
novelists and dramatists, helpingto clear the road for them into the rnindsof our
students. Evidently this carries with it the danger of mere acceptance of an
established culture; and for this reason the study of the literature of one's own
languageshould, to my mind, heaccompanied by the study of at leastone other
literature in the original language.

Conceal learning

The teaching of literature requires a willing comrnitment to the work in
hand. As Jacques Barzun puts it:

A teacher who wants to read a series of books with his students will he weIl ad
vised to show a kind of willing discipleship, shifting ground from book to book.
He must he a Christian moralist with Dante, a sceptic with Lucretius, and a
pantheist with Goethe.... If he wants the readers to lend their minds, he must
himself heable to do it.8

The scholarship a teacher needs is that which enables him to use this in
wardness with a variety of literary works, not for a display of learning, but on
the contrary to conceallearning so that the readingof a poemby Donne is made
to seem as little as possible a matter for anguishedexplication, and as much as
possible a natural and delightful exercise. Here there is much misapplied in-
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dustry, as for example in the texts that are edited and over-edited for student
use, in whicheveryexpression that mightconceivably causea moment's hesita
tion is anxiously and painstakingly glossed in a footnote. 1well remember hear
ing a visiting Professor of American Literature introducing a classof first-year
students in a South African university to Huckleberry Finn. His lecture con
sisted almost entirely of the reading of passages, with a few brief linking com
ments. For the most part it was through a lively and subtle reading that he
awokein hisaudience a full response to the texte At one pointonlydidheoffera
gloss - when he cameto the wordornery. "Sorne of you", he remarked quietly,
"willnot understand this word; it meansjust, plain, ORNER ~ " The audience
was immediately enlightened.

A light touch isessential to the effective teaching of literature,and the best
advice we can give to new professors is to try to wear "all that weight of learn
ing1Lightly, likea flower." Since a display of learning is what for the previous
four years has been required of them, a new habit is not easily acquired. They
should also recognize that what they most need as teachers of literature is the
ability to read weIl - a skill which they will have to acquire for themselves,
since their training has almost totally ignored it. And those who have, to use
Professor Frye's phrase"leamedabout (literature) in a certain way" - through
a study of a critical system - will find themselves at a loss in the classroom
(where only"a long-continued intercourse with the bestmodels ofcomposition,"
as Wordsworth put it, will enable them to be helpful to their students). What
they will need is knowledge of, not knowledge about.

Repeated aets of attentiveness

Discrimination of values, in the arts, arises not from theoretical considera
tions - which in any casebelong to the competence of the philosopher rather
than the literary scholar - but from repeated acts of attentiveness to actual
works. In TheMerchantof Venice Jessica remarks, listening to the music at Bel
mont: "1 am never merry when 1 hear sweet music," and to this Lorenzo
responds with the comment: "The reason is, your spirits are attentive;" after
whichhe goes on to explain that just as animaIs are madequiet and attentiveby
the powerof music, the human spirit is also madeattentive to the harmonyof
the universe by the powerof music and poetry.And later in the samescene, Por
tia finds the musicunusually beautiful when played in the dark, and comments:

The crow doth sing as sweetly as the lark
When neither is attended, and 1 think
The nightingale, if she should sing by day,
When every goose is cackling, would he thought
No better a musician than the wren.

ln the play,nightand silence are the school foran attentivespirit; the many
distractions of the daytimeare stilled, so that differences of intrinsic valuewhich
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are blurredin everyday experience may be clearly perceived. The classroom, in
the school and university, may - if we set aside the current cult of in
discriminate "experience" - provide a similar settingof quietness and concen
tration, in whichthere isno needto argueabout the beautyof an Odeby Keats,
because that beauty has been directly perceived by the attentive spirits of the
class.

Since there are so many distractions in our lives, and since studentsin par
ticular have little privacy or quiet, it is more than ever necessary to create at
leastin the classroom thosemoments of collective attention whichbringthem a
communal equivalent of the private act of thinking. The task of the teacher
mustbe not so much to give studentsideas about literary works, as to givethem
unobtrusive helpwith that attentiveness withoutwhichneither the significance
nor the valueof a workcan be perceived. Students may rightly ask, before they
have studied a sonnetof Shakespeare's in class, why they shouldthink it worth
studying; after an attentive reading of the work, however, the question simply
doesnot arise, since the special qualityof suchworks isevidentto any attentive
mind. The aim is to bring the student who has not as an individual learnedto
take delight in the art to contemplate it and enjoy it with others. If we can do
this,wehavemadea great stepforward in the student'seducation; ifwefail, the
student's advance in scholarship is merely an accretion of dead knowledge.

The principle of activity in the classroom - weIl suited no doubt to the
kindergarten - has tendedin recent yearsto encourage "participation", which
- as it is commonly understood - implies much discussion, argument and
general talk. 1recently overheard a younginstructorexpressing hisamazement
at gettinga first-rate essay from a student: "She never says a word in class; 1
couldn'tbelieve it." He willlearn in time,no doubt, that the current belief in the
talkative student as the model is misplaced. Sorne verygoodstudents take part
actively in discussion; but often the mostsensitive and intelligent are quietly at
tentive' not so much to the instructor, as to the literaturewhichit is his task to
presentto the class. And since their minds are engaged in a silentdialogue with
Donneor Henry Jamesthey are perhaps betteroccupied than in discussion with
their professor.

One resultof the exaggerated belief in teaching by discussion is that even
graduate studentsare readyat the drop of a hat with an opinion, a generaliza
tion, an argument, and yet are lacking in powers of sensitive comprehension.
Since they havelearnedonlyto talkabouta poem, but not to pay quietattention
to it, many of them have such undeveloped powers of discrimination that they
cannot confidently distinguish between a passage of Pope and a passage of
Milton, a poemby Whitmanand a poemby D. H. Lawrence. We are in short
producing connoisseurs of winewho cannot tell the difference between a claret
and a burgundy.
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The literature class, the group, and the instructor, begin to be helpful

The understanding of literature goes on in the individual mind, which is
where aIl the activity generated by symbolson a page or by words vibrating in
the air must go on. Membershipof a class,of a group, is valuableonly inasmuch
as it aids this process; if it substitutes for the complexand subtle responsesof the
individualmind a simplified and levelled-out group response,little willhe gained.
Yet, however much the individual response to a work of literature may vary in
subtle and perhaps important details, the general response to a poem, a novel or
a play seems to vary little. A poem likeBlake's"The Tyger" is so constructed as
to gain and hold the attention of readers and listenersof every kind, so that it is
probably true to say that those who are indifferent have never paid adequate at
tention to it. This is where the group begins to be helpful. Since man is a social
animal, we find it easier to he attentive with others who are attentive; listening
even to recorded music in a group is almost always more rewarding than listen
ing alone.

The literature class is first of aIl a help to attention. Next, there is a mutual
heightening of mood in any organized group; the interest aroused in the few
subtly communicates itself to the many, so that the whole group is caught up in
the heightened general attentiveness. Finally - and this is where the crucial im
portance of the group and of the instructor enters into the story - what is at
tended to by the heightenedconsciousness of the group is not mere symbolson a
page, but those symbolsmade living,immediateand human by the speechof the
instructor. In this the teaching of literature is in itselfa smalldrama. A play per
formed by livingactors movesus as no readingcan, becausewe see and hear the
characters represented by actual persons, who by their very flesh-and-blood
presence represent our common humanity. Students dislike films, recorded
readings, and other mechanical substitutes, and - unless their teacher is in
competent - prefer the living voice of the actual person. When he brings the
words of a poem to life for his class, the instructor embodies the poem for each
of his students, on behalf of each of his students, as the actor who plays Lear or
Cordelia embodies the language of Shakespeare for the audience. The living
presencecan not he providedby film, recording,or television; and this is why aIl
attempts to substitute these for the teacher have failed; and must always fail.

Perhaps the picture 1 have presented of a university teacher suggests the
dilettante offeringa merelyaesthetic interest in literature. It ought to heevident,
however, that the reading and interpretation of literary works, if it is to he of
value to students, must he guided by mature literary judgment, wideand careful
reading in the whole tradition to which the work belongs, a knowledgeof the
literature in other languages available to the original writer, and in addition a
well-developed sense of the relationship of the work that is studied to the in
tellectual and moral urgenciesof our own time. Scholarshipof this kind is not
reducible to lecture notes, to footnotes and bibliographies, but arises only from
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what Wordsworth calls "a long-continued intercourse with the best models of
composition."

A proper place for English Studies

It would be dishonest to assert with any confidence that the direct study of
literature, of the kind 1 advocate, will of itself produce mature and sensitive
citizens. The effects of even a prolonged formaI education are likely to be less 
in the contemporary world of mass communication and mass entertainment 
than those produced by social pressures. Without the aid offered by a systematic
study of philosophy, of a foreign language and its culture, and the study of a
genuinely rigorous science, the study of literature may produce merely sensitive
but undisciplined minds. However, the choice is not between ideal education
and a literary education, but between two kinds of literary education - that
which offers as a discipline the study of the criticism of literature, understood as
a means of learning "about (literature) in a certain way", and that which offers
instead the exercise of imagination, powers of discrimination, linguistic preci
sion, and aesthetic and ethical judgment directed to a variety of literary works.
And even here it is a question of balance, not of mutually exclusive choices,
since aIl discussion of literary works implies sorne critical philosophy, and even
the strongest believers in systematic criticism require their students to pay atten
tion to sorne particular works.

The balance has in recent years, and especially in senior and graduate
courses, OOen tilted towards formaI and systematic studies for which works of
literature are the material, and away from the direct and attentive study of par
ticular works. And if 1 appeal for a return to direct study, it is in the belief 
which 1 think wholly reasonable - that the mind of Shakespeare is more in
teresting when literature is in question than the mind of Aristotle, that students
have more chance of finding nourishment for their minds, and especially for
minds struggling with the question of how to live, in the works of poets,
dramatists, and novelists, than in the works of academie critics.

The consideration of ethical choices which serious literary works entail may
not ensure the making of right choices, but it ought at least to ensure that ac
tions are indeed the result of choice, and are not a mere blind following of the
habits and fashions of an alarmingly conformist society. Whether we choose to
admit this or not, our educational systems transmit values; and the oost defence
against unconscious indoctrination is to enable students to experience at first
hand the handling of value-judgments by a variety of first-rate minds of not one
generation only, but of many. And even if we were to abandon in despair the
hopes that were once placed in literary studies as central to a humane education,
it would still he true that the study of poems and novels and plays is both more
delightful and more intellectually invigorating than the study of academie
literary theory and classification.
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The crisis of confidence in literarystudies iscollective, not individual. The
individual teacherspencls muchof his time in the classroom on the directstudy
of literary works, and knows with what pleasure and imaginative life his
students respond to them. Collectively and professionally, however, he is made
to feel that his real task is to contributeto a bodyof knowledge about literature,
and that it is by this measure, and not by what he has contributed to the mincis
of hisstudents,that he will he judged, Inside the classroom, withveryfewexcep
tions, literature is what matters, not criticism. The actual experience of seeing
young mincis awaken to new perceptions sustains most teachers through their
doubts and confusions about the general condition of the profession. What we
do chiefly is teach;but what we use to justifyour teaching is research. It is this
disconnection between our teaching and our image of ourseIves that causes the
crisisof confidence. What we mostneedto remove it isa firmassertion that our
task iseducational, and that scholarship is to he valuedin the degree to whichit
serves literatureand the dissemination of literature, not as an end in itself.

It isno accident that one oftenhearsof the pleasure withwhicha colleague
returns to his classroom after a committee devoted to a confused discussion
about the curriculum or about the qualityof a colleague's research. There is a
goodchancethat the conviction teachers bringindividually to the classroom can
become a consciousness of common purpose in the profession as a whole, if we
are prepared to give up the pretensions to scientific theory and scientific objec
tivity which cause us to see our educational task as less important than our
research. There are hopeful signs, including the recentreporton undergraduate
educationcommissioned by the Association of CanadianUniversity Teachers of
English, that we are beginning to he less shamefaced about our educational ac
tivities. The answer to any doubts about the properplace of English studies in
the university lies, it seems to me,not in an attempt to emulateother disciplines,
but in proclaiming that what wedo in a uniqueand indispensable way is to sus
tain the claims of the imagination in the minds of our students.
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